Sitrion ONE employee app
Your all-in-one platform for delivering targeted mobile communications

Internal communicators are looking for more direct ways to connect and share information with employees beyond traditional channels like email or the intranet. With the Sitrion ONE employee app, you have a communications platform that directly reaches and connects with employees through their smart phones.

Sitrion ONE is an all-in-one employee app where employees can read important company news, give comments, and access relevant documents and other employee-related services. The intuitive authoring environment in ONE allows you to deliver targeted mobile communications, complete with analytics and engagement reports.

Sitrion ONE is a complete communications platform that includes:

- An easy-to-use content authoring tool for creating, formatting, scheduling, and publishing communications.
- Targeting capabilities to deliver personally relevant information to specific audiences and groups.
- Out-of-the-box communication use cases, such as news, social advocacy, Q&A, polls, video, surveys, employee recognition, and many more.
Quickly deliver targeted mobile communications
Complete with analytics and engagement reports.

Create
Create and edit your communications using the content authoring tool. Write your messages directly in the editing console or take advantage of ready-to-use card templates, such as corporate announcements, town hall meetings, surveys, polls, or employee recognition cards. You have standard formatting capabilities and can insert images, external links, or videos; and can preview communications as they appear in the app upon publication.

Target
Target and deliver relevant communications to specific channels and audiences based upon geolocation, department, or other employee attributes. This allows you to direct messages globally to a corporate-wide audience or specifically to a distributed workforce across multiple time zones and geographies.

Schedule and publish
Schedule messages to be published immediately or to be published at a future date and time. For important, not-to-be-missed communications, flag a message to be delivered as important and as a push notification.

Manage
The message dashboard allows you to view all messages, confirmations, and polls that have been published. Filter these messages by channels, groups, author, and date. If necessary, you can edit and refresh the content of the messages, or delete a message all together.

View engagement reports
Sitrion ONE gives you real-time, actionable data for measuring the impact and effectiveness of your communications. View analytics on published messages, confirmations, polls, and their social engagement results.

Out-of-the-Box Use Cases
- News and alerts with commenting, liking, sharing
- User-based news channels
- Idea & suggestions
- Question & answers
- Surveys & polls
- Manager approvals
- Video platform and management
- Brand advocacy for amplifying corporate messages
- Ingesting Twitter feeds
- Employee recognition
- Chat (group and one-to-one)
- User profiles, identity & colleague search
Sitrion ONE Platform Highlights

The ONE content authoring platform for creating, formatting, and publishing targeted messages.

Content Authoring Features

- Content authoring with options for social sharing, scheduling, push notifications, confirmations, message lifetime control, priority flagging, and more
- Content templates and formatting with rich text, bullets, images, and video embedding
- Content targeting to groups, channels, or geolocations
- Dashboard with view of sent messages, editing, filtering, and exporting

Channels, Groups, and User Administration

- Manual or automatic group synchronization
- News channel administration
- Permissions for end users, writers, admins
- Multi-language authoring, localized language search

Shared Documents

- Document libraries customized to channels and groups
- Upload and document administration
- Video libraries and streaming
- Control document access by user

Reporting and Analytics

- Reporting on user activity, active user metrics, time-of-day usage
- Reporting for social engagement (likes, comments, views, channels)
- Survey and poll results
- Kudos and badging activities
- Link click tracking
- Video viewing statistics

Sitrion provides award-winning productivity solutions for the digital workplace, making work better for employees every day. Our solutions extend directly to mobile devices, and unify communications, processes, and information from standard business eco-systems like SAP, Oracle, Microsoft, and Salesforce. Today, more than 5 million people benefit from our solutions.

*HealthSouth, Sitrion ONE customer, won the 2017 CEB Internal Communications Award for their employee app.*